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Abstract19

Spinning up a fully coupled Earth system model is a time consuming and computation-20

ally demanding exercise. For models with interactive ice-sheet components, this becomes21

a major challenge, as ice sheets are sensitive to bi-directional feedback processes and equi-22

librate over glacial timescales of up to many millennia. This work describes and demon-23

strates a computationally tractable, iterative procedure for spinning up a comprehen-24

sive Earth system model that includes an ice sheet component. The procedure alternates25

between a computationally expensive fully coupled configuration and a computationally26

cheaper configuration where the atmospheric component is replaced by a data model.27

By periodically regenerating atmospheric forcing consistent with the coupled system, the28

data atmosphere remains adequately constrained to ensure that the broader model state29

evolves realistically. The applicability of the method is demonstrated by spinning up the30

pre-industrial climate in the Community Earth System Model version 2 (CESM2), cou-31

pled to the Community Ice Sheet Model version 2 (CISM2) over Greenland. The equi-32

librium climate is similar to the control climate from a fully coupled simulation with a33

prescribed Greenland ice sheet, indicating that the iterative procedure is consistent with34

a traditional spinup approach without interactive ice sheets. These results suggest that35

the iterative method can provide a faster and cheaper method for spinning up fully cou-36

pled Earth system model, with or without interactive ice-sheet components. The equi-37

librium climate/ice-sheet state will serve as initial conditions for transient fully-coupled38

historical and future simulations with CESM2-CISM2 in the Coupled Model Intercom-39

parison Project phase 6 (CMIP6).40

Plain Language Summary41

Experiments with Earth system models often use the pre-industrial (1850 CE) cli-42

mate as reference point when examining the climate response to a given experiment sce-43

nario. The pre-industrial climate is therefore important to represent consistently, which44

often requires long simulations to ensure that the model climate is in balance. The lat-45

est generation Earth system models include time-evolving ice sheet components, which46

add substantial complexity to the task of generating a simulated pre-industrial climate47

in approximate balance. This is because ice sheets interact with the rest of the climate48

system through a range of complex processes, and also because they respond slowly to49

climate change and at the whole ice sheet scale equilibrate over multi-millennial timescales.50

Here we present a novel method for generating an internally consistent climate state that51

is particularly suitable for models with interactive ice sheet components. The method52

described yields substantial resource savings compared to more traditional simulations53

methods, while simultaneously generating a climate that is consistent with more com-54

putationally expensive methods. The viability of the method is demonstrated by gen-55

erating the pre-industrial control climate in the Community Earth System Model ver-56

sion 2 (CESM2), which includes a fully interactive representation of the Greenland ice57

sheet.58

Keywords: Community Earth System Model version 2 (CESM2); Coupled ice-sheet/Earth59

system modeling; Interactive ice sheets; Spinup simulation60

1 Introduction61

Continental-scale ice sheets are integral parts of the Earth system, which directly62

and indirectly interact with other components of the Earth system over a range of dif-63

ferent time scales; see the recent review by Fyke et al. (2018). At present there are two64

ice sheets on the planet: the Antarctic Ice Sheet (AIS; ice volume around 58 m global-65

mean sea-level equivalent; Fretwell et al., 2013) in the Southern Hemisphere, and the Green-66

land Ice Sheet (GrIS; ice volume around 7 m global-mean sea-level equivalent; Morlighem67

et al., 2017) in the Northern Hemisphere. These ice sheets are potentially highly suscep-68
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tible to anthropogenic climate change, which is enhanced at high latitudes (so-called po-69

lar amplification) by internal feedback processes in the climate system (e.g. Serreze &70

Francis, 2006; Graversen et al., 2008; D. M. Smith et al., 2019). Satellite-based moni-71

toring programs indicate that both the GrIS and AIS have been losing mass at an ac-72

celerated rate in the last few decades, and they are currently contributing about 1 mm73

to global sea-level rise each year (Rignot & Kanagaratnam, 2006; Van den Broeke et al.,74

2016; Rignot et al., 2019). Understanding the bi-directional climate–ice-sheet coupling75

and sensitivity is thus a high priority for ongoing and future research that aims to im-76

prove sea level rise projections, impact assessments, and adaptation planning (Fyke et77

al., 2018).78

Historically, Earth system models (ESMs) have largely represented ice sheets as79

prescribed (or passive) “white mountains”, which interact with the circulation through80

topography, albedo, and surface snow effects, but do not themselves respond to the sim-81

ulated climate. However, several major modeling centers have started incorporating fully82

interactive thermo-mechanical ice-sheet components into their ESMs — notably, mod-83

els participating in the Ice Sheet Model Intercomparison Project (ISMIP6) (Nowicki et84

al., 2016) under the auspice of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6) (Eyring85

et al., 2016). The newly released Community Earth System Model, version 2 (CESM2)86

(Danabasoglu et al., in review), from the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR),87

is one of the first comprehensive ESMs to include fully interactive (or two-way) coupling88

between a dynamic ice sheet model of the GrIS (Lipscomb et al., 2019) and the broader89

Earth system model (Muntjewerf, in preparation).90

The realism of the equilibrated pre-industrial climate (typically year 1850 CE), as91

well as historical transient simulations over the instrument era (commonly from 1850 CE92

to modern), have long been important benchmarks for assessing the overall quality of93

coupled climate models. The pre-industrial climate also often serves as initial condition94

for experiments with perturbed forcing protocols (e.g., Eyring et al., 2016), as it is de-95

sirable to start from an internally consistent model state that is free from residual un-96

realistic drift. Including a fully interactive ice-sheet component adds considerable com-97

plexity to the spinup procedure.98

First of all, ice sheets have large thermal and dynamic inertia and thus respond slowly99

to imposed climate forcing. Standalone ice-sheet model simulations of the GrIS typically100

reach steady state in around 10,000 years (a similar timescale as the average residence101

time in ice sheets; see Section 4) when run under a constant forcing protocol (e.g. Stone102

et al., 2010; Koenig et al., 2015). This is even longer than the equilibrium timescales of103

deep ocean biogeochemical tracers and the soil carbon and nitrogen pools (Thornton &104

Rosenbloom, 2005; Ilyina et al., 2013), which traditionally have been the major bottle-105

necks when spinning up ESMs.106

Ice sheets are also sensitive to both direct and indirect bi-directional ice-sheet/Earth107

system feedback processes (Fyke et al., 2018) that can strongly influence their growth108

trajectories, height, extent, and morphology (e.g. Ridley et al., 2005; DeConto et al., 2007).109

Feedbacks can generate complex and counter-intuitive behavior; for example, ice growth110

in one region can result in stagnation, or even retreat in other areas from feedback-induced111

changes to local climate conditions (see paleo-climate examples in Lofverstrom et al., 2015;112

Lofverstrom & Liakka, 2016).113

A consequence of complicated ice-sheet/Earth system coupling is that purely un-114

coupled methods (i.e., standalone ice-sheet model simulations) tend to struggle when ap-115

plied to the generation of self-consistent coupled ice-sheet/Earth system conditions. This116

is because spurious transients — both in the ice sheet and in the other model compo-117

nents — emerge when a standalone ice sheet instance is reintroduced into a coupled model118

setting. Moreover, ice-sheet dynamics are influenced by the internal ice temperature struc-119

ture, as cold ice is more viscous than warmer ice and is thus more resistant to gravita-120
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tional deformation — sliding properties are in turn regulated by basal temperatures. When121

the bottom of the firn layer is compressed into ice, the in-situ temperature is “archived”122

in the ice sheet. As new annual layers form, the thermal memory of past climates is recorded123

vertically through the ice column. In other words, the ice dynamics today is (at least to124

some degree) influenced by the evolution of the Greenland climate as far back as the last125

glacial period. This information should ideally be accounted for to obtain realistic rhe-126

ology and flow dynamics.127

Given these physical restrictions, an ideal coupled climate–ice-sheet model spin-128

up would entail a transient simulation over the entire Last Glacial Cycle. Although this129

would be ideal for capturing ice-sheet/climate feedback processes and long whole-ice sheet130

response times, it is computationally infeasible to run an ESM for more than a few cen-131

turies (see Tables 1 and 2). One method to reduce the computational cost is to accel-132

erate the ice sheet (i.e., asynchronous coupling) with respect to the other model com-133

ponents (e.g. Ridley et al., 2005; Ziemen et al., 2019). This approach leverages the fact134

that year-to-year changes in ice-sheet area and topography are typically small, even at135

the edges where the ice sheet is highly dynamic with fast outlet glaciers and pronounced136

summer ablation. Accelerating the ice-sheet component is thus an attractive solution to137

reduce the overall integration length of coupled models. However, even with reasonable138

acceleration factors (Ganopolski et al., 2010), simple asynchronous acceleration can still139

be computationally infeasible for comprehensive coupled models (Table 2), especially for140

repeated simulations (e.g., sensitivity or perturbed initial condition ensembles).141

Building on the concept of asynchronous acceleration, here we present a novel it-142

erative procedure for spinning up a coupled climate model state, targeted at computa-143

tional requirements, configurations, and designs of the Community Earth System Model144

(CESM2). This method is particularly suited for computationally expensive models with145

an interactive ice-sheet component. The method is designed to satisfy the following goals146

and requirements as well as possible:147

(i) All model components are allowed to evolve and equilibrate in a coupled fashion148

to account for bi-directional feedback processes, including bi-directional ice-sheet/climate149

feedback processes that regulate ice sheet evolution.150

(ii) The final result is an internally consistent climate state where all model compo-151

nents are in statistical equilibrium (or in a non-equilibrium state that is consis-152

tent with prior climate history; e.g. the Last Glacial Cycle, in the case of ice sheets).153

(iii) The equilibrium climate is similar to that obtained using a standard spin-up tech-154

nique of a fully coupled ESM with a prescribed ice sheet geometry.155

(iv) The technique is feasible for model equilibration, given available computing re-156

sources.157

We have developed and applied a method that satisfies these goals in the course158

of developing a feasible ice-sheet/Earth system modeling and analysis workflow within159

CESM2. Given commonalities between CESM2 and other ESMs (Alexander & Easter-160

brook, 2015), the technique may prove useful in reducing the computational cost of spin-161

ning other coupled model frameworks, even in lieu of interactive ice sheet model addi-162

tions.163

The paper is organized as follows: The model and experiment design are presented164

in sections 2, 3, and 4. The iterative method is demonstrated in section 5, followed by165

a general discussion and conclusions in sections 6 and 7.166

2 Model Description167

The Community Earth System Model (CESM) is a state-of-the-art, fully-coupled168

global Earth system model, primarily developed and administered at the National Cen-169
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ter of Atmospheric Research (NCAR). CESM2 (Danabasoglu et al., in review) is the newest170

member of the CESM model family, and will contribute simulations of past, present, and171

future climates to the Coupled Model Intercomparison project (CMIP6) (Eyring et al.,172

2016), which is one of the central modeling initiatives of modern climate science (e.g.,173

it plays and important role for the upcoming sixth assessment report from the IPCC;174

https://www.ipcc.ch/assessment-report/ar6/).175

CESM2 consists of prognostic components of atmosphere, land, river, ocean, ocean176

surface waves, sea ice, and land ice; see Danabasoglu et al. (in review) and http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/cesm2/177

for an exhaustive description of the model and its performance. Recent model improve-178

ments with significance for the present study are described in the following.179

The Community Atmosphere Model (CAM6; Neale et al., personal communication)180

has adopted the Beljaars et al. (2004) form drag parameterization and a new anisotropic181

orographic gravity wave scheme that accounts for the orientation of sub-grid-scale ridges182

and low-level blocking. This has substantially improved precipitation on the ice sheet183

edges, and also improved turbulent energy fluxes in the boundary layer, which are im-184

portant components of the surface mass balance.185

The Community Land Model (CLM5) (Lawrence et al., 2019) contains substan-186

tially improved snow physics to account for temperature and wind-driven compaction,187

and the inclusion of a firn model (van Kampenhout et al., 2017) that allows for a more188

realistic meltwater infiltration and refreezing (the snow pack has been increased to 12189

levels with a maximum depth of 10 m liquid water equivalent).190

The Community Ice Sheet Model (CISM2.1; Lipscomb et al., 2019), has a paral-191

lel, higher-order velocity solver (Goldberg, 2011) that realistically simulates slow inte-192

rior flow as well as fast flow in ice streams and outlet glaciers. Parameterizations of basal193

sliding (Aschwanden et al., 2016), iceberg calving, and other physical processes have been194

improved from earlier versions of the model. Surface temperature and surface mass bal-195

ance (SMB) are computed in the land model (CLM5) in multiple elevation classes for196

each glaciated grid cell (Lipscomb et al., 2013; Sellevold et al., 2019). Over the GrIS, these197

fields are downscaled to the higher resolution (4-km) CISM2 grid. The initial interpo-198

lation is bilinear in the horizontal and linear (between adjacent elevation classes) in the199

vertical. A global correction factor is then applied so that the total accumulation and200

ablation computed in CLM5 are equal to the accumulation and ablation applied in CISM2.201

No downscaling is currently applied for Antarctica and smaller mountain glaciers since202

their geometries remain prescribed. CISM2 also includes an active isostasy model, with203

an elastic lithosphere and relaxing asthenosphere (with a relaxation timescale of 3000204

years) as described in Rutt et al. (2009). Floating ice shelves are not modeled explicitly;205

instead, ice calves as soon as it becomes afloat. We consider this a reasonable simplifi-206

cation for the GrIS, but it would not be appropriate for the AIS.207

CESM2 has bi-directionally active ice-sheet–land–atmosphere–ocean coupling (Muntjewerf,208

in preparation) (the ice-sheet model is currently one-way coupled to the ocean compo-209

nent), including an energy-based mass-balance scheme to represent realistic variations210

in accumulation and ablation, and interactive land-surface types (vegetated and glaciated211

landunits — bare ground is prescribed under the modern observed GrIS extent, while212

tundra is prescribed around the periphery) as the GrIS advances and retreats. When CLM5213

is run interactively with CISM2, snow accumulation that exceeds the 10 m maximum al-214

lowed snow depth in the ice-sheet domain (i.e., Greenland) is added to the top of CLM5’s215

snow pack, and an equivalent amount at the bottom of the snow pack is converted to216

ice and passed as a positive SMB to the ice sheet. Melting of the CLM5 ice column in217

the ice-sheet domain is communicated to CISM2 as a negative SMB, with meltwater runoff218

routed from CLM5 to the ocean (Parallel Ocean Model; POP2) (Smith et al., 2010) by219

the river model (Model for Scale Adaptive River Transport; MOSART) (Tesfa et al., 2014).220

Outside the ice-sheet domain, solid runoff from excess snow in CLM5 is routed to the221
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POP2 by MOSART, where it is melted (by the ocean) and spread diffusively. This treat-222

ment of solid runoff also applies to the default setup without interactive ice sheets.223

Further, the ice sheet model sends calving fluxes to the ocean as solid ice runoff,224

and sends basal melting fluxes from grounded ice (usually small in comparison to sur-225

face melting and calving fluxes) as liquid runoff. In the current model, basal melting of226

floating ice shelves is not included. Freshwater and salinity are conserved in the model,227

but eustatic sea-level change is not explicitly simulated by changes in the land-ocean dis-228

tribution. More details on CLM5-CISM2 coupling can be found in Muntjewerf (in prepa-229

ration) and Leguy et al. (2019).230

All model components are dynamically coupled and exchange state information via231

a coupler that conservatively interpolates fields between the different model domains.232

The atmosphere (CAM6) and land (CLM5) models run on a 0.9◦×1.25◦ finite volume233

grid, the ocean (POP2) model and Community Sea ice Model (CICE5) use a nominal234

1◦ resolution rotated pole grid, and the ice-sheet component (CISM2) runs on a limited-235

area 4 × 4 km grid centred over Greenland.236

2.1 Component sets237

The CESM2 infrastructure supports a large variety of model configurations and forc-238

ing protocols, ranging from standalone experiments with individual modelled Earth sys-239

tem components (generally forced by observational or reanalysis datasets), to fully cou-240

pled simulations that include all Earth system components, where the model climate is241

determined internally under imposed planetary boundary conditions. These model con-242

figurations, commonly referred to as component sets or compsets, are configured by a com-243

bined user interface/control system called the Common Infrastructure for Modeling the244

Earth (CIME; http://esmci.github.io/cime/). The method described here relies impor-245

tantly on the use of multiple compsets, each of which is described below.246

2.1.1 BG component set247

The BG compset consists of the fully coupled model with a two-way interactive ice248

sheet. Here, B denotes fully coupled CESM2, and G denotes an interactive ice sheet. This249

is the most comprehensive way of running CESM2, where all components are interac-250

tive and coupled. This is also the most computationally expensive type of simulation (Ta-251

ble 1), though including the interactive ice-sheet model only adds about 1% to the to-252

tal integration cost of the fully-coupled model (i.e., relative to the B compset).253

2.1.2 JG component set254

As part of this methodology, a new component set (JG compset) was introduced.255

The JG compset is similar to the fully coupled BG compset, but with CAM6 replaced256

by a computationally inexpensive data atmosphere. With an optimized processor lay-257

out, throughput (i.e., simulated model years per day) for the JG compset is more than258

four times greater than for the BG compset, and the computational cost is reduced by259

a factor of three (Table 1).260

The JG compset allows for two-way coupling between CISM2 and all other model261

components except for the prescribed data atmosphere. Most importantly, this allows262

ice sheet meltwater runoff and calving to interact with the ocean during convergence to263

steady state. However, similar to standalone ocean model simulations, we apply a weak264

(timescale of 1 year) restoring of the sea-surface salinity field to suppress spurious drift265

in the overturning circulation from runaway feedbacks with a prescribed atmospheric state266

(e.g., Griffies et al., 2009, 2016).267
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2.1.3 T component set268

The ice-sheet component (CISM2.1) can be run as a free-standing (i.e., ice-sheet-269

only) model within the CIME infrastructure using the T compset. In this configuration,270

SMB and surface temperature on multiple elevation classes are downscaled to CISM2271

to account for elevation feedbacks when the ice sheet evolves. Typically, the surface forc-272

ing is provided by a previous run with an active land model. The computational cost273

of the T compset is low compared to the BG and JG compsets, allowing for multi-millennial274

simulations within a wall-clock day. The T compset simulations described here were driven275

with prescribed boundary conditions from BG segments of the procedure.276

2.2 Dynamic topography updating277

In the standard implementation of CESM2, a time-invariant topography used by278

the atmosphere model (CAM6) is prescribed and read from an external file when the model279

simulation is initialized. In standard configuations without interactive ice sheets, this280

is acceptable. However, it introduces an inconsistency when running with interactive CISM2281

as the ice-sheet topography changes over time. Updating the CAM6 topography con-282

tinually at run time is not computationally feasible, as information about sub-gridscale283

topography variance and ridge orientation (used in orographic drag and gravity wave pa-284

rameterizations in the planetary boundary layer) is derived from a high-resolution global285

dataset using algorithms that are not included in run-time CAM6 operation.286

Thus, as part of the experiments presented here, an offline tool was developed that287

periodically updates the topography boundary condition in CAM6, to include changes288

in the ice-sheet topography. The workflow is as follows:289

(i) At the completion of each run segment, atmosphere and (GrIS) ice sheet states290

are written to standard restart files.291

(ii) The ice-sheet topography is extracted from the CISM2 restart file, regridded to292

a 30-second grid (approximately 1 km resolution) and overlaid onto the GMTED2010293

dataset (Global Multi-resolution Terrain Elevation Data 2010; Danielson & Gesch,294

2011), which forms the basis for the CAM6 topography.295

(iii) The CAM6 topography generation routine (Lauritzen et al., 2015) is then run in296

its entirety. This includes remapping of the modified GMTED2010 topography297

to a 3-km cubed sphere grid, from which the sub-gridscale topography variance298

and ridge orientation is derived. The topography is then smoothed and interpo-299

lated back to the CAM6 model resolution.300

(iv) The new global, smoothed CAM6 topography and subgrid roughness fields, which301

incorporate the altered CISM2 topography, are re-inserted into the CAM6 restart302

and topography files. (The topography updating routine is not officially supported303

in the CESM2 model distribution. Consequently, topography fields that were used304

in previous model versions (PHIS, SGH, and SGH30) are read from the restart305

file, while information about ridge orientation and the sub-gridscale variance fields306

used in the new surface drag parameterisations are read from the topography dataset).307

(v) CESM2 is then automatically re-submitted.308

3 Model spin-up procedure309

The primary objective of spinning up (or equilibrating) an ESM is to generate an310

internally consistent coupled Earth system state, where all model components are in a311

statistical equilibrium — a state which reflects balance between all inter-component in-312

teractions and feedbacks. The length of a model spin-up is determined by the effective313

equilibration time of included Earth system components. In the absence of ice sheets,314

equilibration times are typically set by abyssal ocean and soil conditions, which can carry315
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traces of past climate conditions for several millennia. Inclusion of a fully interactive ice316

sheet component complicates the exercise further, since ice sheets can carry a dynamic317

and thermodynamic memory spanning well over 10 kyr. This makes ice sheets the Earth318

system component with the longest equilibration time, by a notable margin.319

In contrast, the atmosphere has almost no memory and adjusts quickly to altered320

conditions. This means that atmospheric model components of coupled ESMs are essen-321

tially “carried along for the ride”, as slower-responding components equilibrate. In the322

case of CESM2, the atmosphere component (CAM6) accounts for about 70% of the to-323

tal model cost at the standard 1-degree resolution, and is thus by far the most compu-324

tationally expensive component of the coupled model (the exact percentage being de-325

pendent on external factors such as computer architecture, total CPU count, and load326

balancing). Substantial computational savings can therefore potentially be made by min-327

imizing atmosphere model cycles, while still allowing all model components to evolve in328

a coupled fashion. In particular, we assume that if the model climate is in quasi-equilibrium329

(i.e., “small” drift, for example defined by a small ratio of drift signal to forced signal),330

the atmospheric component can theoretically be prescribed for extended periods of time331

without significantly impacting the spin-up trajectory of components with a higher in-332

ertia or equilibration timescales. However, to regain consistency with a fully coupled sim-333

ulation, the atmospheric state — which is effectively a boundary condition in the other334

model components in the JG compset — has to be updated periodically via fully cou-335

pled simulations, to allow atmospherically-regulated changes in the overall coupled model336

state to evolve realistically.337

Leveraging this set of assumptions, the spin-up procedure iterates between two sim-338

ulation types: the fully coupled BG compset (section 2.1.1), where all model components339

are active and dynamically interacting; and the JG compset (section 2.1.2), where the340

atmosphere model is replaced by a prescribed data model. The estimated running costs341

of these model configurations (at the nominal 1-degree horizontal resolution) are presented342

in Table 1.343

The workflow of the spin-up procedure is as follows (see also schematic illustration344

in Fig. 1):345

(i) A fully coupled (BG) simulation is run for 35 model years, using full synchronous346

climate–ice-sheet coupling. The first 5 years of the data is discarded for the first347

and all subsequent BG simulation iterations (i.e, we only consider data from the348

last 30 model years), to remove any initial spurious transient behavior in the at-349

mospheric state resulting from the iterative procedure. During this stage, instan-350

taneous high frequency atmospheric data is extracted from the coupler and writ-351

ten to external files. (30 years was chosen as a compromise between simulation352

cost and accuracy, and to ensure that several cycles of naturally occurring modes353

of variability are represented in the data archive). Data consists of hourly frequency354

longwave & shortwave surface radiation, and near-surface horizontal (u & v) wind,355

as well as 3-hourly frequency surface temperature, pressure, precipitation, and near356

surface (evaluated at lowest model level) potential temperature, specific humid-357

ity, density, elevation, and pressure.358

(ii) Next, a JG compset simulation is run, where the atmosphere model is replaced359

by the high-frequency data archive generated from the preceding fully coupled sim-360

ulation. The 30 years of atmosphere data is cycled 5 times, for a total integration361

length of 150 model years for the ocean, land, and sea-ice components. Concur-362

rently, the ice-sheet component is accelerated by a factor of 10, for a total of 1500363

simulated ice-sheet years. The ocean surface salinity relaxation (described in sec-364

tion 2.1.2) uses climatological data from the preceding fully-coupled simulation.365

At the end of the JG simulation, the topography dataset used by the atmospheric366
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model in the BG simulation is updated (see section 2.2) to incorporate changes367

in the GrIS topography and spatial extent.368

(iii) Steps (i) and (ii) are repeated for a total of 6 iterations.369

(iv) As a final step the fully coupled model (BG compset) is run for 100 years with syn-370

chronous climate–ice-sheet coupling to remove any residual inconsistencies result-371

ing from the iterative procedure and provide a basis for assessing internal consis-372

tency and equilibration.373

After 6 iterations and the final fully coupled simulation, the ice sheet model has374

run for a total of 9310 years (= 6 × 35 + 6 × 1500 + 100), while the ocean, land, and375

sea-ice components have each run for 1210 years (= 6 × 35 + 6 × 150 + 100). The at-376

mosphere has run for 310 years (= 6×35+100) — a factor of ∼4 less than the ocean,377

land and sea-ice, and a factor of ∼30 less than the ice sheet. As a result, the total com-378

putational cost (see Tables 1 and 2) is approximately equal to that of a 600-year sim-379

ulation with the fully coupled model (1.68 M core hours / 2.8 k core hours / year ≈ 600380

years).381

4 Initial and boundary conditions382

4.1 Boundary conditions383

The spin-up simulation is run with a constant pre-industrial forcing protocol, con-384

sisting of observed land-ocean distribution, and 1850 CE greenhouse gas concentrations385

(CO2, CH4, N2O, CFC11, and CFC12), orbital parameters (eccentricity, obliquity, and386

precession), vegetation, and land use. The relative distribution of vegetation (bare soil387

+ 15 different vegetation types) is prescribed in each grid cell in the land model, but the388

ecosystem dynamics (i.e., life cycle and mortality) are prognostic. Also, land surface types389

(i.e., glaciated, vegetated, lakes, and urban) are dynamic to accommodate the transition390

between different surface conditions as the ice sheet advances and retreats (Muntjewerf,391

in preparation).392

The topographic boundary condition in the atmosphere model is prescribed, and393

is read from an external file upon initialization. However, this file is updated as part of394

the iterative procedure, to include changes in the GrIS topography as the ice sheet evolves395

(see Section 3).396

4.2 Initial conditions: climate397

All non-ice-sheet model components were initialized from a multi-centennial, fully398

coupled (B compset), pre-industrial simulation with a development version of CESM2.399

In this prior simulation the GrIS was prescribed at its observed area and topography (Morlighem400

et al., 2014).401

This simulation also serves as initial condition for the 1200-year fully coupled pre-402

industrial control simulation for CMIP6 (Danabasoglu et al., in review) (from here re-403

ferred to as piControl) with prescribed GrIS geometry. We use this simulation as a bench-404

mark for assessing viability and overall success of the iterative procedure (Section 5). Both405

the piControl and the present simulation adopted an identical pre-industrial forcing pro-406

tocol following CMIP6 guidelines (Eyring et al., 2016).407

4.3 Initial conditions: ice sheet408

The ice sheet component was initialized using a protocol broadly similar to that409

of the CISM2 contribution to initMIP–Greenland (a model intercomparison project un-410

der CMIP6, focusing specifically on ice sheet model initialisation; Goelzer et al., 2018).411

The ice-sheet started from the modern observed GrIS geometry and bedrock elevation412
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(Morlighem et al., 2014), but with peripheral glaciers and ice caps removed. The rea-413

son is that the surface mass balance is calculated on multiple elevation classes on the nom-414

inal 1-degree land-model grid, then downscaled to the 4 km ice-sheet grid (Sellevold et415

al., 2019). This method works well for larger ice areas that are explicitly resolved on the416

coarse land-model grid. However, it becomes less accurate for smaller scale glaciers where417

seasonal ablation zones are poorly represented. Thus, glaciers and ice caps were removed418

from the initial conditions, and the model code was modified to suppress spontaneous419

inception outside of the contiguous ice sheet. These modifications do not however inhibit420

the ice sheet from expanding outside of its initial footprint due to overall mass balance421

and flow dynamics.422

Moreover, the GrIS was initialized with an internal temperature structure corre-423

sponding to the 9 ka GrIS state (9000 years before present) in Fyke et al. (2014). This424

internal temperature structure was scaled via interpolation along the vertical sigma co-425

ordinates and horizontal coordinates to the observed GrIS geometry. The simulation in426

Fyke et al. (2014) was run over a full glacial cycle (from 130 ka to modern), using tem-427

poral variations in Greenland δ18O (the ratio of heavy and light oxygen isotopes derived428

from Greenland ice cores) as a proxy for climate evolution. Thus, initializing the 9 ka ther-429

mal state from this prior standalone ice-sheet simulation allows for inclusion of the es-430

timated residual thermal memory of the last glacial period, which in turn influences the431

final spun-up pre-industrial ice rheology at the end of the ∼9000-year simulation.432

Given a constant pre-industrial forcing protocol, the ice sheet’s equilibrium timescale433

is expected to be roughly equal to the average residence time — i.e., the amount of time434

an average ice parcel spends in the ice sheet before returning to the ocean via calving,435

runoff, or sublimation. The residence time can be estimated from the ratio of total ice436

sheet mass and annual average input mass flux (i.e., the GrIS-integrated surface mass437

balance). The modern GrIS volume is 2.93×1015 m3 (Morlighem et al., 2017); hence, the438

ice sheet mass is roughly 2.72×1018 kg. High-resolution simulations with RACMO2.3439

estimate the total and annually integrated GrIS surface mass balance (SMB) at approx-440

imately 350×1012 kg/year (Noël et al., 2018). Based on these numbers we estimate that441

the average residence time is around (total mass / integrated SMB ≈) 7800 years.442

This calculation implicitly assumes that the ice sheet is in steady state. It also as-443

sumes a ‘well-mixed’ ice state, which is clearly not the case given >100 ka ice at depth444

(e.g. Dahl-Jensen et al., 2013). However, since the observed GrIS geometry is not ac-445

tually in balance with the simulated pre-industrial climate (the steady state geometry446

is larger than observations; see section 5), this estimate of the residence should be viewed447

as a rough lower bound. Based on previous experiments, we expect that the ice sheet448

geometry will be in quasi-steady state in about 9000 model years (hence the 9 ka tem-449

perature structure), which is largely consistent with previous spin-up exercises with stan-450

dalone ice-sheet models (e.g. Stone et al., 2010; Koenig et al., 2015).451

5 Spin-up demonstration452

To demonstrate the viability of the spin-up procedure, it is necessary to show that:453

(i) the model climate behaves predictably throughout the simulation, including the tran-454

sitions between the fully coupled (BG) and data atmosphere (JG) simulation segments;455

(ii) the model climate — ice sheet excepted — converges toward a sufficiently similar equi-456

librium state as the piControl simulation with a prescribed GrIS geometry; (iii) the cou-457

pled ice-sheet component evolves differently than a standalone, uncoupled spinup sim-458

ulation; and (iv) no biases in the final simulated GrIS state result from the spin-up pro-459

cedure itself, as opposed to biases inherent to the CESM2 climate or CISM2 represen-460

tation of ice sheet physics.461
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5.1 Climate: temporal evolution462

Fig. 2 compares the time evolution of a selection of important ocean fields from463

the iterative procedure to the last 100 years of piControl. By construction, the interan-464

nual variability in the fully coupled segments (BG; gray background shading in left pan-465

els in Fig. 2) is repeated in the JG segments that follow immediately after (white back-466

ground shading in left panels in Fig. 2). This is particularly reflected in the Atlantic Merid-467

ional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) strength and the surface ocean conditions, which468

both exhibit a pronounced year-to-year variability. In contrast, fields in the abyssal ocean469

are decoupled from the surface ocean on annual timescales, and therefore do not gen-470

erally exhibit a similar degree of high-frequency variability.471

The top panel in Figure 2 shows AMOC evolution. Overall, AMOC strength is rel-472

atively stable over the course of the simulation, though it exhibits a few episodes of both473

increased and decreased activity. For example, the overturning cell becomes almost 10%474

more vigorous in the first fully coupled segment after the model initialization, presum-475

ably because of a locally disrupted hydrological cycle in the North Atlantic due to rapid476

changes in the GrIS geometry (see section 5.3). This intensification is however curbed477

in the first JG segment, and the AMOC strength returns to a similar level as in the ini-478

tial condition after ∼200 simulated ocean years. Subsequently, AMOC strength remains479

fairly stable, with the exception of a slight weakening after about 600 ocean model years480

(after the fourth fully coupled segment) and in the early stages of the extended fully cou-481

pled segment at the end of the model integration (rightmost period indicated by gray482

background shading in the top left panel). AMOC strength at the end of the simulation483

is comparable to the fully coupled spinup simulation with the B compset (cf. top right484

panel in Fig. 2).485

The meridional heat transport (evaluated at 50◦N; red contour line in Fig. 2a) is486

closely related to the overturning circulation, and therefore exhibits a broadly similar487

temporal variability as the AMOC strength. The meridional heat transport at the end488

of the simulation is in close agreement with that from the traditional spin-up method.489

Similar to the AMOC and associated meridional heat fluxes, global average ocean490

temperature is comparatively stable (Fig.2b), though there is a small but systematic warm-491

ing trend over the course of the simulation. The residual temperature trend in the abyssal492

ocean is about 0.02◦C per century (approximately 0.25◦C in 1210 years). This trend is493

consistent with the spin-up simulation with the B compset (cf. middle right panel in Fig.494

2), indicating that the spin-up procedure described here is likely not responsible.495

Finally, the lower panels (Fig. 2c) show the temporal evolution of global ocean salin-496

ity. Abyssal ocean salinity (red line) exhibits almost no drift over the course of the sim-497

ulation. The surface salinity, on the other hand, decreases by about 0.15 PSU in the first498

200 years, but then remains relatively stable.499

5.2 Climate: equilibrium state500

Figure 3 compares 100-year annual climatologies derived from the end of the iter-501

ative simulation with the end of the piControl spinup simulation (B compset with a pre-502

scribed GrIS geometry). It is apparent that both simulations are converging toward the503

same overall climatological state, with the exception of an appreciable cold anomaly over504

Greenland and the northern North Atlantic in the iterative simulation. The cool tem-505

peratures over the ice sheet are a direct result of the elevation feedback, as both the GrIS506

height and morphology are different in the two simulations (elevation differences of sev-507

eral 100 meters are simulated over the central parts of the ice sheet; see Section 5.4). Cold508

air developed over the GrIS interior is then likely advected out over the surrounding ocean509

by mean simulated atmospheric flow. In addition, the coupled GrIS interacts directly510

(and more realistically) with the ocean through runoff fluxes and solid ice discharge (calv-511
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ing) in marine terminating outlet glaciers. The larger ice sheet at the end of the itera-512

tive procedure results in overall increased freshwater fluxes relative to piControl (the av-513

erage surface mass balance has increased by around 100 Gt/year compared to the ini-514

tial state; see Fig. 4 and Table 3).515

Cooler sea-surface temperatures resulting from GrIS coupling also likely helps am-516

plify the density-driven deep convection in the North Atlantic, leading to a strengthen-517

ing (though, generally only a few percent) of the North Atlantic deep water branch of518

the meridional overturning circulation (Fig. 3b,d), relative to the piControl with a pre-519

scribed ice sheet.520

The difference plot of surface temperature (Fig. 3c) also reveals (statistically sig-521

nificant) warm anomalies scattered across land areas in the tropics. The origin of these522

warm anomalies remains elusive, but, owing to their patchy appearance, we speculate523

that they are due to local inconsistencies in the vegetation cover between the two sim-524

ulations. The vegetation distribution and phenology is prescribed in each grid cell, but525

the life cycle is determined in part by the local temperature, precipitation, and soil nu-526

trients that vary transiently over the course of the simulation. The location and inten-527

sity of precipitation in the intertropical convergence zone is slightly modulated relative528

to piControl, which results in slight seasonal variations in gross primary production (not529

shown). This is at least partially explained by the North Atlantic cold anomaly, and is530

likely not an artifact of our methodological design.531

5.3 Ice sheet: temporal evolution532

Temporal GrIS geometry and mass balance evolution is shown in Fig. 4. The global533

pre-industrial climate simulated by CESM2 qualitatively reproduces the spatial pattern534

of observed surface mass balance remarkably well. (Snapshots of the equilibrium ice sheets535

are shown in Fig. 5 and are discussed further below). However, net positive precipita-536

tion biases in the ice-sheet interior and over peripheral tundra render the equilibrium537

GrIS substantially larger than modern observations, as ice mass accumulates during the538

multi-millennial spin-up simulation (Table 3).539

As shown in Fig. 4 and Table 3, the ice sheet grows piecemeal, with rapid bursts540

just after initialization (BG1) and after about 2000 model years, followed by more qui-541

escent periods with comparatively smaller changes in the overall ice-sheet geometry. The542

largest single area expansion occurs around model year 2000, as the ice sheet dynam-543

ically expands into the tundra of Peary Land and Crown Prince Christian Land in the544

far north (see Fig. 5). However, these regions have little precipitation, and the new ice545

is therefore thin and not reflected in a corresponding abrupt increase in the overall ice-546

sheet volume (Fig. 4b and Table 3).547

The ice-sheet area also increases rapidly in the first few decades of the simulation548

(most easily seen in Table 3). This expansion is partly explained by a mass imbalance549

prompted by the CISM2 initial conditions. Both the calving flux and basal mass balance550

are initially small, while the surface mass balance, which is calculated in the land model,551

is already more or less spun up (see Fig. 4c and Table 3). The initial surface mass bal-552

ance is 490±65 Gt/year, which is considerably higher than the modern (1960-1990 CE)553

estimate of about 350 Gt/year from the regional climate model RACMO2.3 (Noël et al.,554

2018). The SMB increases in the first half of the simulation, and stabilizes at around 600 Gt/year555

after approximately 5000 model years (Table 3). This increase is largely a function of556

positive feedbacks between ice sheet area and SMB: as the area grows, the accumula-557

tion area and also the accumulation to ablation area ratio (accumulation/ablation) grows,558

promoting further growth.559

The initial mass imbalance corresponds to a global mean sea-level decrease of about560

1.3 mm/year. In comparison, the residual drift at the end of the simulation (end of BG7)561
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is 0.03±0.23 mm/year. Interannual variability in (total) mass balance is dominated by562

the surface mass balance term (Table 3), while the other components — calving flux and563

basal mass balance — account for much less variability: the mass balance at the end of564

the simulation is -9±83 Gt/year, with contributions from surface mass balance 591±83 Gt/year,565

basal mass balance -24±0.08 Gt/year, and calving fluxes 577±4 Gt/year (see Table 3).566

5.4 Ice sheet: spatial fields567

The final spun-up GrIS area is almost 15% larger than modern observations (Ta-568

ble 3). Much of this difference comes from the glaciation of peripheral tundra that is ice-569

free in the modern climate. In this final state, ice everywhere reaches the sea, with the570

notable exception of Washington Land in the far north, and much of the southwestern571

margin that, in broad agreement with observations, remains far inland (Fig. 5a-c). Con-572

sequently, ice volume is also overestimated, with considerable thickness anomalies in both573

the north-central interior and the southwestern parts of the ice sheet. These elevation574

differences are primarily attributed to positive precipitation anomalies (mostly in the form575

of snowfall) over the majority of the ice-sheet interior. Conversely, anomalously low pre-576

cipitation leaves the ice thickness underestimated along the northern/northwestern mar-577

gins. The total ice volume is approximately 8.3 m sea-level equivalent, which exceeds mod-578

ern estimates of around 7.4 m sea-level equivalent (Morlighem et al., 2017) by around579

12%. While this bias is significant, we note that 1) it is similar in sign to many other580

simulations of GrIS state using spin-up (versus initialization) approaches; and 2) the bias581

is not a result of the spin-up procedure itself, but rather reflects intrinsic climate and582

ice sheet model behaviour.583

In broad agreement with previous studies (e.g. van Kampenhout et al., 2019), the584

model does a good job representing the overall spatial SMB patterns, but struggles to585

capture the local spatial gradients. Precipitation is typically underestimated on the ice-586

sheet periphery and overestimated in the interior. This is at least partly understood from587

the coarse grid resolution in the atmosphere model, which is unable to properly capture588

the steep ice-sheet margins, and thus underestimates orographic precipitation in coastal589

areas and along the ice-sheet edges (van Kampenhout et al., 2019). The extent and mag-590

nitude of the observed ablation areas are well represented along the western margin. How-591

ever, positive SMB biases are present in the far north and along the eastern margin where592

the ice sheet has expanded well outside of its modern observed footprint. These regions593

are tundra fields in the modern climate, and the SMB should therefore be effectively cal-594

culated as zero.595

Despite SMB biases, there is generally good spatial agreement between the sim-596

ulated and the observed velocity fields (Joughin et al., 2010), although simulated out-597

let glaciers are more numerous than in reality because of a larger fraction of the ice mar-598

gin is marine-terminating. The highest velocities in the major ice streams tend to be un-599

derestimated (Fig. 5) — the highest simulated surface velocity is 6 km/year, which is sub-600

stantially lower than the 10 km/year that are regularly observed in Jakobshavn Isbræ601

(e.g., Joughin et al., 2004; Rignot & Mouginot, 2012). Moreover, the ice streams in the602

northwest are narrower, extend farther inland, and are more well defined compared to603

observations. The Northeast Greenland Ice Stream is however more diffuse and does not604

extend as far inland as observed, which is consistent with the standalone ice-sheet model605

simulations in Lipscomb et al. (2019). The model also simulates internal multi-millennial606

oscillations of the Northeast Greenland Ice Stream and the Humboldt glacier (S. Bradley,607

personal communication), resulting in horizontal ice stream migrations, which may help608

explain regional differences from observations which — to the extent this oscillation is609

realistic — likely only capture one phase of the long-term variability.610

The ice-sheet’s internal temperature structure plays a role in regulating ice rheol-611

ogy and internal flow dynamics. Figure 6 plots a vertical temperature cross section through612
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the summit location of the equilibrium ice sheet. The temperature profile at Summit closely613

matches the in-situ temperature profile from the GRIP core (Dahl-Jensen et al., 1998)614

(cf. blue and black lines in Fig. 6b). Although most of the thermal memory of the ini-615

tial condition has vanished after 9000 model years (cf. red and blue lines in Fig. 6b), the616

vertical temperature profile retains a weak thermal signature of the Last Glacial Period.617

This is manifested as a sub-surface cold anomaly in the interior of the ice sheet (Fig. 6a),618

which reflects recent emergence from the Last Glacial Period; see further discussion in619

Fyke et al. (2014).620

5.4.1 Ice sheet: comparison with ice-sheet-only simulations621

The simulations discussed so far have a time-varying, two-way interactive climate–622

ice-sheet coupling. It is important to understand how much these boundary conditions623

affect the equilibrium ice sheet. To do this, we conducted a set of ice-sheet-only simu-624

lations (T compset; section 2.1.3) with a time-invariant SMB forcing (Lipscomb et al.,625

2013; Sellevold et al., 2019). These experiments were branched from the fully coupled626

segments of the iterative procedure (using 30 consecutive years of SMB forcing from the627

branch point), and were run for lengths corresponding to the end of the main spinup sim-628

ulation. Elevation feedbacks are implicitly accounted for when downscaling the SMB forc-629

ing to the CISM2 grid in these ice-sheet-only simulations. Nevertheless, comparisons with630

the iterative simulation provides a qualitative assessment of how the equilibrium state631

is influenced by interactive climate–ice-sheet coupling.632

Results are shown in Fig. 4 and Table 4. The GrIS geometry evolves in a broadly633

similar fashion in both experiments (cf. colored lines in Fig. 4). However, ice-sheet-only634

simulations consistently underestimate the GrIS area and volume from the main exper-635

iment, indicating that interactive climate–ice-sheet coupling favours growth (Fig. 4a,b636

and Table 4). Since the general climate forcing itself favors growth, this suggests that637

the net sum of ice-sheet/Earth system feedbacks as represented in the simulation is pos-638

itive.639

The importance of two-way interactive climate–ice-sheet coupling is even more ap-640

parent in Fig. 7, which compares the thickness and vertical temperature structure be-641

tween the ice sheet from the end of the iterative procedure and the ice-sheet-only sim-642

ulations. The first ice-sheet-only simulation (T1), which is using SMB forcing from the643

first fully coupled simulation (BG1), converges toward a state with substantial elevation644

differences (of order 100 meters) over almost the entire domain. The internal temper-645

ature distribution is generally biased warm, which is consistent with a surface temper-646

ature forcing that is based on a considerably lower ice-sheet topography than the fully-647

coupled equilibrium state.648

Differences between standalone and coupled simulations become progressively smaller649

for ice-sheet-only simulations branched from the main experiment at later points, and650

ice-sheet-only simulations started after year 5000 are almost indistinguishable from the651

main experiment. However, similarities in ice-sheet geometry and internal temperature652

between the iterative spinup simulation and the ice-sheet-only simulations belie the fact653

that the ice sheet is not actually in equilibrium after 9000 model years. The ice sheet654

thickness and internal temperature diverge significantly when running out the ice-sheet-655

only simulations for an additional 10 kyrs beyond the end of the iterative procedure (Fig.656

7g,h) — a similar divergence is obtained from all ice-sheet-only simulations when extended657

out far beyond the end of the iterative procedure. It is thus not apparent that the it-658

erative procedure could have been terminated prematurely (e.g. after BG5) and replaced659

with the more computationally efficient ice-sheet-only configuration.660
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6 Summary and discussion661

In this work we have described and demonstrated a computationally tractable, it-662

erative procedure for spinning up a comprehensive Earth system model. The utility of663

the method is illustrated by spinning up a CESM2 (Danabasoglu et al., in review) pre-664

industrial climate, using a model configuration that includes an interactive Greenland665

Ice Sheet. Beyond this specific application, which we deem critical to the practical use666

of coupled ice sheet/Earth system models, we emphasize that the methods described here667

are potentially general in nature, and therefore may also apply to other ESM configu-668

rations. For example, these methods may be a viable alternative for spinning up the deep669

ocean circulation in a coupled model setting, and it may also be applicable for spinning670

up ESM climate for certain paleo-climate applications.671

The model climate is spun up by alternating between a fully coupled model con-672

figuration, and an equivalent configuration where the atmospheric component is substi-673

tuted by a prescribed data model. In order to converge to the results of an equivalent674

free-running fully coupled model integration, simulation segments with the data atmo-675

sphere are kept short enough to prevent unrealistic climate drift, yet sufficiently long to676

capitalize on the greater throughput and lower computational cost relative to the fully677

coupled configuration; see Tables 1 and 2. With this approach, the cost of the atmospheric678

model (which accounts for almost 70% of the total cost of CESM2) is greatly reduced,679

with no significant divergence of final spin-up state.680

We estimate that the computational requirements for the iterative procedure are681

more than an order of magnitude smaller than for an equivalent application with a fully682

coupled model. It is also around 30% lower than a traditional asynchronous climate–ice-683

sheet coupling commonly adopted for long integrations with climate–ice-sheet models684

(e.g. Ridley et al., 2005); see Table 2. Our analysis of computational savings is based685

on an iterative approach that involves 35 years of coupled model simulation, followed by686

150 years of simulation with the data atmosphere configuration. We determined that this687

comprises a reasonable balance between resource savings and accurate reproduction of688

an acceptable final, fully coupled and internally consistent climate state. Nonetheless,689

further cost savings could likely be obtained with adjustments to the calibration proce-690

dure.691

In a recent study, Ziemen et al. (2019) introduced a novel acceleration technique692

for running ECHAM5 with interactive ice sheets over glacial timescales. Similar to our693

methodology, they adopted a periodic synchronous coupling and achieved substantial com-694

putational savings by recycling atmospheric data over large parts of the simulation. Their695

implementation is however notably different from ours, which makes for an interesting696

comparison with our methodological design.697

Ziemen et al. (2019) effectively implemented a 1:10:100 atmosphere–climate–ice-698

sheet coupling, where the fully coupled model was run for a single year every 10 ocean–699

land–sea-ice model years, and every 100 ice-sheet model years. Between these segments,700

the data atmosphere provided atmospheric forcing stored from the previous five fully cou-701

pled model years. This means that the first and last years of the atmospheric forcing data702

are temporally separated by as much as 50 years. This modeling approach was designed703

specifically to reduce overall computational expenses. However, similar to all accelerated704

modeling implementations, it could potentially introduce inconsistencies that may in-705

fluence the overall climate evolution.706

For example, several of the major modes of variability (e.g., ENSO & NAO) typ-707

ically occur with a periodicity of seasonal/interannual to sub-decadal timescales. Hence,708

sampling every 10 model years could potentially result in an aliased frequency of ma-709

jor climate modes in the atmosphere data archive. Moreover, only running the fully cou-710

pled model for a single year after advancing the overall climate/ice-sheet state by 10/100711
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years could possibly introduce inconsistencies in the long-term climate evolution. Specif-712

ically, although the atmosphere is quick to adapt to changes in the planetary boundary713

conditions, it still can take several months for the atmosphere to fully forget abrupt changes714

in surface conditions (notably the ice sheet topography).715

The philosophy adopted when designing our simulation procedure was to: (1) cap-716

ture the model’s internal climate variability by prescribing high-frequency atmospheric717

data over a standard climatological period of three decades; (2) update this data archive718

(hence regain internal consistency) with reasonable periodicity by running comparatively719

short segments with the data atmosphere; and (3) suppress “shocks” in the climate sys-720

tem when transitioning between the fully coupled and data atmosphere configurations.721

The latter was achieved by running the fully coupled model for five years before saving722

data to the forcing archive. Hence, the atmosphere is given sufficient time to adjust to723

changes in the surface climate state and the GrIS topography, which in principle reduces724

spurious climate drift in the segments with the data atmosphere.725

It is possible that none of these concerns are major issues for the interesting and726

pioneering simulations described in Ziemen et al. (2019), and we concede that some of727

the techniques we have implemented may not be strictly necessary for the goal of gen-728

erating a climate/ice-sheet state that is close to that obtained from a fully coupled model729

with a synchronous climate/ice-sheet coupling. Nevertheless, we advice general caution730

when applying asynchronous simulation techniques, because there is significant risk of731

inadvertently introducing unwanted model behavior.732

Conversely, we highlight that the simulations we described here have their own set733

of shortcomings. Most prominently, the equilibrium ice sheet is 10 to 20% larger than734

modern observations. However, this is primarily a result of biases in the simulated GrIS735

mass balance, and not a product of the spin-up procedure itself. Notably, van Kamp-736

enhout et al. (2019) recently showed that the relatively coarse (nominal 1◦) horizontal737

resolution of the atmosphere model can help explain biases in the surface mass balance.738

They further showed that local grid refinement over the ice sheet improves simulation739

of precipitation gradients on the ice sheet edges, and also reduces excessive moisture in-740

trusion into the ice sheet interior. Simulations with variable resolution grids will likely741

be more commonplace in the future, and should be entirely compatible with spin-up ap-742

proaches such as described here.743

The final coupled GrIS and Earth system state achieved via the spin-up technique744

presented here can be put in context with other results from the Ice Sheet Model Inter-745

comparison Project for CMIP6 (ISMIP6; Nowicki et al., 2016) and its initMIP-Greenland746

component (Goelzer et al., 2018). Unlike many intercomparison projects, initMIP-Greenland747

puts few constraints on how participating models implement SMB forcing, numerical meth-748

ods, model parameter choices, ice flow approximations, etc. Of the 35 standalone ice sheet749

simulations submitted by 17 participating groups, 22 simulations used a similar initial-750

ization technique that, like ours, is based on a freely evolving ice sheet, while the remain-751

ing used data assimilation of surface topography and/or surface velocities. All the freely752

evolving initMIP-Greenland simulations overestimated both ice sheet volume (ranging753

from 2.98 to 3.41 M km3, compared to the actual 2.95 M km3 volume (Morlighem et al.,754

2014)), and ice sheet area (ranging from 1.66 to 2.10 M km2, compared to the observed755

1.65 M km2). Of these 22 simulations, five ended with a larger volume than from our it-756

erative procedure (ranging from 0.05 to 0.20 M km3 larger), and five simulations ended757

with a larger GrIS area (differences up to 0.10 M km2). Similar to our final ice sheet state,758

eight of the 22 freely evolving simulations showed partial or full glaciation of the North-759

ern tundra. An additional four simulations overestimated the glaciated area of the Flade760

Isblink ice cap in far northeastern Greenland; in two cases this ice area is connected to761

the main ice sheet. This comparison is however not entirely fair, as several of these mod-762

els used a constant (not modulated by GrIS geometry changes) SMB forcing from high-763

resolution regional climate models constrained by reanalysis data when spinning up their764
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ice sheet models. Regional climate models can better represent topography and local SMB765

gradients than comparatively coarser resolution ESMs, thus resulting in an overall more766

realistic GrIS state.767

In previous work with one-way-coupled CESM1-CISM1 (Lipscomb et al., 2013),768

GrIS initialization was carried out with an ensemble of 100 ice-sheet-only simulations769

via Latin Hypercube Sampling of key ice sheet model parameters (similar to Stone et770

al., 2010). These spin-ups were forced with the climate from a single fully coupled CESM1771

simulation. In all ensemble members the resulting total ice sheet volume and area were772

overestimated compared with observations. Compared with the iterative procedure, the773

ice volumes were mainly larger (difference ranging from -0.05 to +0.65 M km3) while the774

GrIS areas were smaller (-0.03 M km2 in all simulations), with most of the excess vol-775

umes added to the northern and southern margins, similar to the present case.776

Earlier work on coupled climate/ice sheet modeling spun up the ice sheet through777

the two glacial cycles using perturbed precipitation and temperature fields (Ridley et778

al., 2005). These coupled simulations also overestimated the ice sheet volume compared779

to the present-day observed GrIS, though 0.25 M km3 smaller than the results presented780

here, mainly because the SMB was much lower (285 Gt/year versus 591 Gt/year). More-781

over, Vizcaino et al. (2015) utilized a two-step spin-up procedure, where the ice sheet782

was initially forced with uncorrected precipitation and temperature fields until 9 ka, and783

from then bidirectionally coupled to a climate model with an energy-balance-based SMB784

calculation. This produced an initial GrIS that exceeded the observed present-day ice785

sheet in both area and volume, though with respect to the current study the area was786

0.05 M km2 smaller and the volume was 0.11 M km3 smaller. Altogether, the spun-up GrIS787

state from our iterative procedure is well within the range of previous ice sheet model788

spin-up results.789

7 Conclusions790

In this work we have described and demonstrated a computationally efficient it-791

erative procedure for spinning up coupled climate–ice sheet models. We demonstrated792

its applicability by spinning up the pre-industrial climate in CESM2, with a two-way in-793

teractive ice-sheet model over Greenland (CISM2). We summarize our conclusions as fol-794

lows:795

(i) The iterative spinup procedure alternates between a fully coupled (BG compset)796

and a computationally cheaper configuration (JG compset) where the atmospheric797

component is replaced by a data model. By periodically regenerating the atmo-798

spheric forcing, the data atmosphere remains adequately constrained, thus ensur-799

ing that the broader coupled model state also does not drift unrealistically.800

(ii) The simulated climate at the end of the spin-up procedure is similar to the pre-801

industrial control climate from a 1200-year fully coupled spinup simulation, indi-802

cating that the climate in our iterative procedure converges towards a climate state803

that is consistent with the state achieved using a traditional spin-up approach with-804

out interactive ice sheets.805

(iii) The iterative method is an order of magnitude faster and cheaper than a “brute806

force” spinup method, and also significantly faster and cheaper than other accel-807

erated/asynchronous spinup methods.808

(iv) We suggest that the iterative method presented here can provide a faster and cheaper809

method for spinning up computationally expensive fully coupled climate and Earth-810

system models, with or without interactive ice sheet components.811

Finally, we highlight that the pre-industrial climate/ice-sheet state achieved via the812

methodologies described in this manuscript will serve as key initial conditions for tran-813
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sient simulations with CESM2/CISM2 in support of ISMIP6 fully-coupled historical and814

future simulations. The results presented in future ISMIP6 and CMIP6 studies with an815

interactive GrIS thus will rely substantially on the techniques developed and presented816

in the current study.817

8 Code Availability818

CESM2 is open source software, freely available at: http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/.819
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Figure 1. Schematics illustration of iterative spinup procedure. The fully coupled simula-

tions (BG compset) were run for 35 years with a synchronous climate–ice-sheet coupling. High-

frequency atmospheric fluxes were extracted from the last 30 years. Subsequently, the coupled

model with a data atmosphere (JG compset) was run for 150 years with a 10x acceleration of the

ice sheet component (1500 ice-sheet years), looping 5 times over the atmospheric data archive.

The CAM topography was updated before a new fully coupled simulation was run, thus starting

the cycle over. A total of 6 iterations were run, followed by a 100 year long fully coupled simula-

tion to remove inconsistencies from the iterative procedure. This resulted in 9310 CISM2 years

and 1210 simulated years with the ocean, sea-ice, and land models.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 2. Annual mean timeseries comparing the iterative spinup procedure (left) with 100

years of the piControl simulation with prescribed GrIS geometry (right). (a) Atlantic merid-

ional overturning circulation (AMOC) [Sv] (maximum meridional overturning streamfunction

below 500 m and north of 28◦S; black), and northward heat transport at 50◦N [PW] (red); (b)

global mean sea-surface temperature [◦C] (black), and abyssal ocean [◦C] (red); (c) global mean

sea-surface salinity [PSU] (black), and abyssal ocean [PSU] (red). Fully coupled (BG compset)

segments are indicated by gray background in the left panels; JG compset was used elsewhere.

Table 1. Comparison of number of: core-hours per simulated year (cost), simulated years per

wall-clock day (throughput), and processor layout (total number & root processor in parenthesis)

of the different model configurations used in the spinup procedure.

BG JG T

Cost 2800 900 0.3
Throughput 18 75 23,000
Total cores 2160 2772 288

Coupler 1800 (0) 1044 (0) 288 (0)
Atmosphere 1800 (0) 36 (1008) 288 (0)
Land 1476 (0) 756 (0) 288 (0)
River/runoff 1476 (0) 756 (0) 288 (0)
Ice sheet 1800 (0) 2772 (0) 288 (0)
Ocean 360 (1800) 1728 (1044) 288 (0)
Sea ice 288 (1476) 216 (756) 288 (0)
Ocean waves 36 (1764) 36 (972) 288 (0)
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Figure 3. 100-year annual climatologies of: (a) surface temperature [◦C]; (b) Atlantic merid-

ional overturning circulation (AMOC) [Sv] from the end of the iterative spinup simulation. Pan-

els c and d show differences with respect to a 100-year climatology from the piControl simulation

with a prescribe GrIS geometry. Bottom numbers in colorbar are used by the full fields (panels a

and b), and top numbers by the difference plots (panels c and d), respectively. Gray shading in

panels b and d indicates the bathymetry. Differences that are not significant at the 99% level are

masked out.

Table 2. Comparison of cost and wall-clock time for different ways of running the model. The

goal is to run the ice-sheet component 9000 years. BG denotes a fully coupled simulation (BG

compset) with a synchronously climate–ice-sheet coupling; BG-10x denotes a BG compset with

a 10× ice-sheet model accelerations; JG/BG denotes the iterative spinup procedure. The model

cost is given in millions of core hours, and the wall-clock time in days.

Simulation cost Wall-clock time
(106 core hours) (days)

BG 25.2 500
BG-10x 2.52 50
JG/BG 1.68 29
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Figure 4. Time evolution of GrIS: (a) area [1012 m2]; (b) volume [1015 m3]; and (c) mass

balance (MB; black), surface mass balance (SMB; blue), basal mass balance (BMB; green), and

calving (red) [Gt/year]. Black lines in panels (a) and (b) indicate the iterative spinup simula-

tion, and the colored lines are from ice-sheet-only simulations (T compsets). T1 uses forcing data

from the first (BG1), T3 from the third (BG3), and T5 from the fifth (BG5) fully coupled seg-

ments, respectively. Fully coupled (BG compset) segments are indicated by gray background; JG

compset was used elsewhere. Note that the time axis is different from Fig. 2 due to the (10×)

ice-sheet acceleration in the JG segments.
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Figure 5. (a) Simulated GrIS thickness [m], (b) observed GrIS thickness (Morlighem et al.,

2014), (c) difference between simulated and observed thickness. (d) Simulated surface mass bal-

ance [mm w.e. year−1], (e) average surface mass balance between 1960-1989 from RACMO2.3

(Noël et al., 2015), (f) difference between simulation and RACMO2.3. (g) Simulated ice-sheet

velocity [m year−1], (g) observed ice-sheet velocity (Joughin et al., 2010), (i) difference between

simulated and observed velocities. All fields in the left column are evaluated as 50-year averages

from the end of spinup simulation. Gray shading indicates ice-free continent.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6. (a) Cross section of temperature [◦C] across the central ice sheet at the end of the

spinup simulation. (b) Comparison of vertical temperature profiles at summit location (72.6◦N,

37.6◦W; indicated by gray vertical bar in the left panel) to the GRIP temperature profile; red:

temperature from initial conditions (9 ka profile in Fyke et al., 2014); blue: temperature at the

end of spinup procedure (the sub-surface cold anomaly is not clearly visible here because of the

range on the horizontal axis); black: GRIP temperature profile (Dahl-Jensen et al., 1998).
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(a)

(c)

(e)

(g)

(b)

(d)

(f)

(h)

Figure 7. Difference in ice thickness [m] (left) and vertical temperature profile [◦C] through

the Summit location (right) between the standalone ice sheet model simulations (T compset; see

Table 4) and the equilibrated GrIS from the iterative procedure in: (a, b) T1; (c, d) T3; (e, f)

T5; and (g, h) T5 extended out 10,000 years beyond the end of the iterative procedure. The top

colorbar is used in the left column (panels a,c,e,g), and the lower colorbar is used in the right

column (panels b,d,f,h).
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Table 4. Volume and area of ice-sheet model simulations (T compset) and the equivalent

JG/BG ice sheet year 9410. The standalone ice-sheet model simulations use 30 years of SMB

forcing were branched from the each fully coupled segment in the iterative simulation. The T

simulations were then run until the nominal ice sheet year matches the end year of the iterative

simulation. (T1 was branched from BG1 and was run for 9310 years, T2 branched from BG2 and

was run for 7775 years, etc.).

Simulation Length Volume Area
(Years) (1015 m3) (1012 m2)

T1 9310 3.16 1.93
T2 7775 3.18 1.96
T3 6240 3.20 1.95
T4 4705 3.20 1.96
T5 3170 3.23 1.96
T6 1635 3.23 1.96
T7 100 3.23 1.96
JG/BG 9310 3.24 1.97
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